BEST
COMMUNICATION
PRACTICES
for Challenging
Times
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When a live event occurs in times of crisis, communication
and early planning are essential. However, when current
events are unfolding quickly, early preparation is not always
possible. In helping our clients and partners respond to
challenges, the valuable insights we have learned will help
guide you through it successfully.

By being proactive and transparent, addressing issues
directly, and providing your exhibitors and attendees with
facts and real solutions, you will ease their worries by being
prepared.

Use this guide for your next show, whether it is in two weeks
or it is in three months.
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Communications Under
a Crunched Timeline
When you suddenly find yourself knee-deep in a situation which challenges the viability
of your show, response time, consistency, and clear messaging are essential. Use this
communications checklist to speed the delivery of your message.

Get in front of the story. It's
time to put your plan into
action. Don't let the story get
ahead of you.

Urgent Communications Checklist
Hold the first meeting or conference call to assess and
gather known facts quickly.
>

Coordinate with local health officials.

What is the current situation (cancellation rates, contracts, regulatory 		
guidance, geography of attendees, etc.)?

>

What are the options?

>

What do we need to communicate to stakeholders?

Identify stakeholders (employees, exhibitors, attendees,
partners, vendors, etc.)
Reach out to key vendors and partners. Collaboration is key.
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Notify frontline staff (receptionists, call centers, sales, account
management) to direct calls from the media and key clients to
appropriate team members.

If you have staff on-site already, notify them media may
show up. Direct the media to the appropriate representative.
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Urgent Communications Checklist (cont'd)
Develop key messages to communicate across channels.
Use this messaging to craft the foundation for your
plan. Having a few approved messages can make all the
difference. Here is an example of must-air key messages:
>

Our top priority is the health and safety of all event participants.

>

We continue to plan and execute this important event which is
essential to both our exhibitors and attendees.

>

We are working closely with experts, stakeholders and health officials

Communicate with employees promptly and clearly.
> Your employees are likely receiving inconsistent information from a 		
variety of sources. They need leadership to clearly communicate
policies and procedures. They are your first line of defense.

Develop a dedicated webpage to communicate updates to
exhibitors and attendees.
>

to ensure a safe and successful event.

stations and evaluating cancellation policies. If possible, let them know
when they can expect more information. Be as transparent and

From those messages, create holding statements to
respond to immediate inquiries.
Statement for social media channels - here is an example:
> “The health and safety of all involved is our top priority. We are carefully
monitoring the situation, and following guidelines provided by @CDCgov,

Provide specific actions you are taking, such as adding sanitation

upfront as possible, given constraints you have identified.

Monitor social conversation and stay ahead of them!
>

Stay positive and agreeable on social channels. Connect with people
and drive to offline communications for a resolution to concerns.

@WHO and local authorities. We are communicating closely with all stakeholders and providing guidance as we continue to plan an event that is important to our industry. For more information, please click here [link to page
on website.]”
Holding statement for media - here is an example:
> “The health and safety of our attendees, exhibitors, partners, vendors
and employees is our top priority. We are carefully monitoring the situation,
and following guidelines provided by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)/World Health Organization (WHO) and local authorities.
We are communicating closely with all stakeholders and providing guidance
as we continue to plan this key industry event.”
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You can never be over prepared for effective
crisis communication. Create templates for
news releases, landing pages and emails, and
draft social posts so you have them ready.
3

3

Months
Pre-Show

What we are currently facing with COVID-19 is not a one-off challenge. If you are planning a show later this
year, develop a plan of action now. Here is a communications timeline to take you from three months to
one week from your show date.

Planning is crucial.
>

Prepare key messages and refer to them often. 		
Three or four “must air” messages foster
quick responses and consistency.

>

Create a response team and select a main media
spokesperson in advance.

>

Prepare holding statements to respond to press 		
and social media inquiries.

News Release
Provide details about your show, why it’s an event not to be missed, action plans for
creating a safe environment, and key deadlines.

Website
Create a dedicated landing page or microsite on your website. This allows you to put all critical
and helpful information in one place. When responding to questions via email or social, include
a link to the dedicated webpage. This saves time, prevents misinterpretation of your responses,
and fosters engagement with attendees and exhibitors.

Email
Share event details with exhibitors and attendees, reminding them why they should attend and
communicate key deadlines, planning progress and information about how you are addressing any
concerns. Don't forget to add a link to your dedicated web page and let your audiences know to
check back for frequent updates!

Social Media
Turn to your social media channels to raise anticipation and excitement for the upcoming event
organically and leverage paid social ads to reach out to key audiences. Actively “listen” to
conversations about your event and communicate how you are preparing to address challenges. Drive
traffic to your website for comprehensive insights. Create hashtags to promote your event. Be sure to
publish the link to your dedicated webpage to all your organization’s active social media accounts.
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2

Months
Pre-Show

Personalized one-on-one
communication goes a long way.
>

Quickly take heated inquiries offline by asking the
commenter to message or email you
directly. This provides a more personalized

Check in with your team, stakeholders, and your exhibitors/attendees. Review pertinent social media
channels to see if there are questions that can be answered now.

experience and enhances customer service.
>

Once issues are resolved, return to the social media
posts to close out the conversation.

Website
Continue weekly updates with the latest developments, address concerns, and
provide links to expert and factual information. Make sure external links and
resources are updated regularly.

Email
Stay in touch with your exhibitor/attendees and provide progress updates on your event.
Reinforce the importance of participation, remind of key deadlines and continue to reassure
stakeholders about your event’s readiness.

Social Media
Raise excitement by sharing key information and deadlines. Actively listen to the conversations
and address with facts how you are prepared.
Drive challenging posts or questions offline. Use social media as a listening tool – especially
LinkedIn and Twitter to stay aware of the conversations.
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1

Month
Pre-Show

The anticipation of your event is building, so keep up the momentum by disseminating positive information,
facts and resources. This is the time to increase the cadence of communications. Stay actively engaged with
exhibitors and attendees. Let them know about the proactive steps you are taking to keep them safe.

Use social media - especially
LinkedIn and Twitter - as a
listening tool Remain aware
of the conversations that may
need to be addressed on your
event's website and in emails.
Remember that hashtags
make listening much easier.

Website
Keep your dedicated landing page fresh by adding frequent updates, links to
authoritative resources, and answers to additional questions you may have received.
Re-emphasize actions taken to address concerns.

Email
Provide a regular flow of information to exhibitors/attendees and include travel tips and
details about your event. Proactively manage concerns.

Social Media
In addition to sharing timely updates, it’s important to locate third-party conversations about
your Show on social media pages not owned or managed by your company. The easiest way to
search for these is to locate the search bar and type in your show’s name by using 3 variations
- the “#” hashtag (ex. #CONEXPO, #IMEX), the “@” at symbol (ex. @CONEXPO, @IMEX) and no
symbol (ex. CONEXPO, IMEX).
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2

Weeks
Pre-Show

Digital communication is speedy
and powerful. Take these actions
to make it all come together:

You have exhibitors and attendees listening now. They are likely making their own final preparations and
now is the time to amp up your digital conversations. Continue to share proactive steps you are taking, get
the facts right, and repeat them consistently and ensure that you reach all exhibitors and attendees.

>

Link social posts and email communications back
to your dedicated web page.

>

Provide links to credible content from the
authorities, such as health officials.

>

Always be honest, empathic and positive.

>

Provide videos to increase engagement, such as 		
our video STAY HEALTHY ON THE TRADE FLOOR:
Tips of the trade video.

Website
Update your dedicated web page with status of your show, additional steps you
have taken, and tips on how your attendees can stay safe. Rely on authoritative
sources. Continue to stress specific preparatory actions you have taken.

Email
Keep a regular flow of communication with your exhibitors/attendees with the latest updates.
Be sure to provide a link to your website and social media channels.

Social Media
Continue to respond and monitor social media channels. Further raise anticipation by
sharing key information and use social media as a listening tool. Remember to use hash
tags to amplify social messages and tie social conversations together. Use boosted posts
or paid amplification to reach specific audiences ASAP.
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1

Week
Pre-Show

Its show time! With all of your preparation, something could still go awry. Have your Plan B ready and
be confident you will effectively handle whatever comes your way.

Live Communications
Make yourself available to your exhibitors, sponsors and attendees via phone, text
or live conversations. Nothing goes further than a little personal attention.

Stay positive, empathic and
caring. Research shows that
being perceived as empathetic
and caring provides greater
opportunity for the message
to be accepted by the
receiver. Let your exhibitors
and attendees know how
important they are and
how much you appreciate
their continued support!

Website
Update information daily. Reassure your audience your event team is
prepared. Link to the most up-to-date resources and information.

Email
Keep a regular flow of information with your exhibitors/attendees and update with
pertinent matters.

Social Media
Continuously monitor social channels and be prepared to immediately respond to issues.
Take contentious conversations offline and provide a personal touch in your dialogue to not
alienate audiences.
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Lessons Learned:
Don’t forget these
crucial guidelines.
As always, we are here to help. Please reach out to us as you are evaluating
the next steps and communicating those to exhibitors and attendees.
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1.

Be as transparent as possible.

2.

Communicate specific actions you are taking.

3.

Put a spotlight on your communications (focused web page).

4. Monitor social. Proactively engage and connect with concerned parties offline.
5. Get leadership involved – people want to hear from the top.
6. Train your front line – keep sales, customer service and all front-line employees
updated early and often.
7.

Update data frequently – it’s essential to continually evaluate the data.

8. Reflect on what you’ve learned and openly discuss what worked and what
didn’t with your peers and colleagues.
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About the Author - Wendy Gibson, CMO
Wendy is an accomplished marketing leader with 25 years of experience leading marketing for fast-paced, high-growth
companies. Wendy’s career spans hospitality, events, and technology industries. Before coming to GES, she served as
the CMO of Telligent (now Verint), a leader in community software for digital marketing and support communities. As

For more valuable
resources, go to
ges.com/coronavirus-and-events

the CMO of GES, Wendy manages strategy, branding, communications, product marketing, digital, exhibitor services,
and GES’ National Servicenter.

About GES
GES, a Viad Corp (NYSE: VVI) company, is a global, full-service provider for face-to-face experiences, producing exhibits,
corporate events, exhibitions, conferences, congresses and entertainment experiences. GES provides a wide-range of
live event, exhibition, and exhibit services including strategy, analytics and insights services, cutting-edge creative and
design, audio visual and general sessions, and event intelligence - all with an unrivaled global reach, and event accommodations through onPeak, a GES company. GES partners with leading brands and shows, including Boeing, Pfizer, Mary
Kay, and CONEXPO-CON/AGG. GES’ National Servicenter has been recognized with certification under the J.D. Power
and Associates Certified Call Center Program℠ for the past 11 years, and for the 10th year in a row, Ad Age has named
GES as one of the Nation’s Largest Experiential/Event Marketing Agency Networks.
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